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Abstract- The research aimed to identify factors influencing patient satisfaction with home treatment provided by a mental health 

hospital in Taif. A survey study was conducted with 105 patients receiving home care. Patients were highly satisfied with the care, and 

the general satisfaction mean was 4.27 ± 0.46. The study found a weak statistically significant relationship between patient-staff 

interaction and general satisfaction (correlation coefficient = 0.389, p-value=0). A similar weak correlation was found between 

continuity of care and general satisfaction (correlation coefficient = 0.189, p-value=0.054). However, there was no statistically 

significant correlation between accessibility of care and general satisfaction (correlation coefficient = 0.005, p-value=0.962). The 

study recommends further research on additional variables like service quality, social, and cultural factors affecting service provision. 

The study also suggests improvements in visit time utilization, answering calls, and medication availability. 
 

Index Terms- Cancers, Cancer biomarkers, Early detection, Prognosis, Circulating tumor cells, Liquid Biopsy, Exosomal Proteins, 

Circulating Tumor DNA (ctDNA). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This research focuses on patient satisfaction with home healthcare services provided by Taif mental health hospital in Saudi Arabia. 

The demand for mental health services has risen significantly in the country, leading to the adoption of home-based care programs as a 

cost-effective alternative to hospital admissions for mental health patients. These programs play a crucial role in improving patients' 

quality of life, reducing hospital bed shortages, and providing continuous comprehensive healthcare. However, a key challenge faced 

by home-based healthcare services is the low level of patient satisfaction, which can negatively impact healthcare outcomes and 

patient compliance. 

The primary research problem addressed in this study is the low level of patient satisfaction with home-based care services offered by 

Taif mental health hospital. Understanding the factors influencing patient satisfaction is vital for enhancing the quality of home 

healthcare services and analyzing the impact of patient satisfaction on healthcare outcomes. This research aims to identify these 

factors, improve the quality of home healthcare, assess patient reactions based on satisfaction, and provide recommendations for 

enhancing patient satisfaction with home-based care. 

The significance of this study lies in evaluating patient perceptions of healthcare quality, exploring factors that affect satisfaction, and 

examining the outcomes of home healthcare services provided by Taif mental health hospital. By identifying challenges and 

limitations in achieving high patient satisfaction, this research can contribute to the improvement of home-based care services in the 

mental health sector. For data collection, a quantitative methodology will be used, and a questionnaire will be completed through 

telephone interviews with patients. The study will analyze the collected data using SPSS to identify correlations and trends related to 

patient satisfaction with home healthcare. 

The research will seek to answer specific questions, such as the impact of continuity of care, accessibility of care, and patient-staff 

interaction on patient satisfaction with home healthcare services. The study will be organized into six chapters, covering Introduction, 

Literature Review, Research Methodology, Data Analysis and Results, Discussion, and Conclusion and Recommendations. Each 

chapter will delve into various aspects of patient satisfaction with home healthcare services at Taif mental health hospital, providing 

valuable insights for healthcare providers and policymakers in the field. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Healthcare delivery systems and practices have evolved over the years. This fact has led to significant changes in the development of 

healthcare. For example, the establishment of corporate hospitals equipped with modern medical technology, and the participation of 

third parties, such as insurance companies, corporations, and governments, has resulted in increased awareness of patients' rights and 

an increase in litigation. Furthermore, the high availability of health information requires consistent research on patient satisfaction 

(Prakash, 2018). These aspects increase the demand for quality health care and pressure medical institutions to enhance the quality of 

their services. As a result, measuring patient satisfaction has become an essential consideration for public health policymakers, 

healthcare facility managers, and physicians. Therefore, maximizing research and understanding patient needs is critical for home 

healthcare management to address patient satisfaction issues.  

 

Patient satisfaction is a positive reaction to the product or service provided, based on expectations and emotional responses. 

Healthcare facilities view patients as customers and aim to meet their needs for quality services (Vaz, 2018; Prakash, 2018). 

Measuring patient satisfaction improves healthcare quality, providing opportunities for improvement and strategic decision-making 

(Castle et al., 2005). Studies show high satisfaction rates with home healthcare services, with communication, person-centered care, 

and physician availability influencing satisfaction (Senitan et al., 2018; Alhelali et al., 2015; Giménez‐Díez et al., 2020; Mötteli et al., 

2020). 

 

Measuring patient satisfaction is vital for improving communication with patients and evaluating the effectiveness of existing 

strategies in home healthcare (Kim, 2018). It helps identify innovative ways to meet customer demands and enhances internal 

processes, attracting and retaining mentally ill patients, and reducing unnecessary costs (Ofili, 2014). Patient satisfaction also fosters 

trust in the patient-doctor relationship, leading to better cooperation and health outcomes (Cosma et al., 2020). 

 

Research assessing customer satisfaction is motivated by regulatory pressure and market demand mismatches, leading to patient-

centric changes in healthcare services (Ofili, 2014). Patient satisfaction surveys help identify and resolve potential issues, mitigating 

risks for home healthcare institutions (Vaz, 2018). 

 

Patient satisfaction in healthcare has limitations due to the lack of a standardized measure. It is a multi-faceted concept influenced by 

diverse factors based on patient perceptions and expectations (Abusalem et al., 2012). Different healthcare centers use various 

measures like surveys and interviews, making it challenging to analyze patient satisfaction. Additionally, patient satisfaction varies 

based on individual preferences and the unique home care environments, making it more complex to assess (Abusalem et al., 2012). 

 

Home healthcare services in Saudi Arabia refer to the medical treatment provided by a specialized team of professionals employed by 

the Ministry of Health. (Algamdi, 2017). Home healthcare's overarching goal is to deliver high-quality medical treatment to patients in 

the comfort of their own homes while respecting their cherished cultural and religious practices. Late in 2010, hospitals in Saudi 

Arabia began participating in a program to offer HHC services to patients, allowing them to receive continuous, comprehensive 

treatment in the comfort of their homes. Patients who are eligible for this treatment can avoid hospitalization.  (Rana Alhelali, 2020). 

 

The Central Board for Accreditation of Healthcare Institutions (CBAHI) is developing an accreditation program for home-based care 

services in the Kingdom (CBAHI, 2021). They can draw from the successful implementation of the Joint Commission International 

(JCI) standards used worldwide, including the United States, to improve care quality and manage risks (The Joint Commission, par 1-

2). 

 

Home healthcare, especially for the elderly with mental health issues, has been growing due to cost-effectiveness and improved access 

(Auerswald, 2014). However, limited funding and incomplete facilities pose challenges for expanding and improving services 

(Valusek, 2022). Addressing these issues can enhance patient satisfaction and quality of care in home healthcare. 

 

To reduce costs and improve patient outcomes, home healthcare facilities are adopting telemonitoring systems. These ICT systems 

allow close monitoring of patients' health status through regular updates. Wearable devices with sensors, like gloves, watches, and 

bracelets, are used to assess blood pressure and heartbeat, providing rapid diagnostics and patient-centered care. Research shows that 

telemonitoring technologies increase patient satisfaction, improve diabetes control, and enhance the quality and safety of home-based 

care (Smith, 2012). 

 

Home healthcare facilities deploy telemonitoring systems to reduce costs and improve patient outcomes. These ICT systems and 

wearable devices with sensors allow close monitoring and rapid diagnostics from home. Research by Smith (2012) highlights the need 

for increased physician-patient interaction, which can be achieved through telemonitoring. It enhances self-management, improves 

care quality, and boosts patient satisfaction in home-based care settings. 
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Algamdi (2017) studied factors influencing elderly patient satisfaction with home healthcare facilities in Al-Baha City. The research 

included 222 patients and found that age, satisfaction, service continuity, and interpersonal relationships significantly affected patient 

satisfaction, while gender and educational level had a lesser impact. 

 

Interpersonal relationships play a crucial role in patient satisfaction and treatment outcomes (Hussain et al., 2019). Effective 

communication between doctors and patients fosters a positive treatment experience and encourages patient compliance with medical 

guidance. Research by Stockdale et al. (2018) also highlights the importance of communication, with better patient-provider 

interactions leading to higher satisfaction rates. Additionally, Mekoth et al. (2012) suggest that a close physician-patient relationship, 

built on knowledge, trust, loyalty, and appreciation, contributes to long-term care satisfaction. Moreover, physician conduct, technical 

skills, and the ability to involve patients in healthcare decision-making influence overall patient satisfaction (Senitan et al., 2018). 

 

Continuity of care, the quality related to time, plays a crucial role in patient satisfaction, especially for individuals with severe mental 

illnesses. Research by Miton et al. (2005) showed a positive correlation between continuity of care, quality of life, and service 

satisfaction in this patient population, highlighting the significance of efforts to improve continuity within and between mental health 

services. 

 

In-home care environments for patients with mental health conditions have shown to enhance satisfaction due to the continuity of care 

and high physician support. Fortin et al. (2017) found that patients receiving help from case managers in a home-based setting 

reported higher satisfaction levels compared to those hospitalized, who experienced a higher level of unmet needs. Telehealth 

technology has also emerged as a valuable tool to improve continuity of care in home-based settings. Studies, such as the one 

conducted by Polinski et al. (2015), have shown that telehealth services lead to increased patient satisfaction, primarily attributed to 

convenience and perceived high-quality care. 

 

Banaser et al. (2016) found that patients' satisfaction with cancer treatment in Saudi Arabian wards is influenced by the quality of 

physicians' and nurses' interpersonal skills and patients' access to care. Convenient service, as emphasized by Vaz (2018), is essential 

for patients seeking home care, including quick visits to specific doctors and easy access to necessary information. Regular follow-ups 

by healthcare providers can enhance patient satisfaction in home care settings (Vaz, 2018). 

 

Patient satisfaction assessment can be conducted through both qualitative and quantitative methods. Quantitative measures, utilizing 

standardized questionnaires like the Patient Satisfaction Questionnaire (PSQ-18), are commonly used for data gathering (Castle et al., 

2005). These instruments must be reliable and valid to effectively gather patient feedback (Berkowitz, 2016). The PSQ-18, known for 

its high reliability and validity, is recommended for measuring patient satisfaction (Al-Abri & Al-Balushi, 2014). Patient satisfaction 

is considered a crucial indicator of healthcare quality, and utilizing appropriate measurement methods, such as the PSQ-18, can help 

improve mental health treatment quality (Fernandes et al., 2020). 

 

In psychiatric settings, various satisfaction instruments have been utilized to evaluate patient satisfaction after treatment. Studies have 

shown that different satisfaction questionnaires, both psychiatric-specific and generic, can provide valuable insights into patient 

satisfaction (Peytremann-Bridevaux et al., 2006). For home-based care, the need for a reliable patient satisfaction scale has been 

highlighted. Existing frameworks often focus on limited variables, emphasizing the importance of adopting psychometrically 

appropriate scales to enhance patient satisfaction in home-based care settings (Abusalem et al., 2012). Implementing valid and reliable 

measures for patient satisfaction in both psychiatric and home-based care can significantly contribute to improving healthcare quality 

and identifying areas for improvement. 

 

There are barely any studies in Saudi Arabia examining the satisfaction of mentally ill patients, in addition, the present circumstance 

of home healthcare services for mentally ill patients in Taif city has not been extensively evaluated.  In conclusion, these studies can 

help authorities formulate new strategies for delivering home care based on patient requirements. Finally, as a pioneering study of its 

kind in Saudi Arabia, specifically in Taif, it is a basis for future research. Consequently, this research needs to cover a gap in the 

existing literature.  

III. METHODS 
 

This study focuses on evaluating patient satisfaction with home health services provided by mental health hospitals in Taif through a 

descriptive and quantitative approach. The quantitative research method involves gathering extensive data from representative samples 

of the population to examine specific variables, while the descriptive aspect aims to describe the tendencies of the studied group 

(Black, 1999). 

 

The research design consists of two main parts. Firstly, the conceptual study incorporates a theoretical analysis of variables derived 

from existing literature surveys. The theoretical study's significance lies in its capacity to explain and predict outcomes (Black, 1999). 
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The quantitative methods encompass observations and content analysis, aiming to understand the relationships between different 

factors (Balnaves & Caputi, 2001). 

 

Secondly, the applied research phase involves the creation of a survey questionnaire distributed to a representative sample of the study 

population. During this stage, the frequency distribution, central tendency, measurements, and dispersion of variables will be 

described. Descriptive statistics such as averages, frequencies, percentages, and correlations will be utilized, complemented by 

graphical representations like tables, bars, and pie charts (Berry, 2005). This combination of descriptive statistics and visual aids 

enhances the comprehension of quantitative study results (Black, 1999). 

 

The scale used in this study comprises four dimensions, each consisting of multiple items aimed at measuring patient satisfaction with 

specific aspects of healthcare services, namely general satisfaction, continuity, accessibility, and interaction with healthcare services. 

The scale employs a 5-point Likert scale, with code (1) representing "Strongly Disagree," code (2) for "Disagree," code (3) for 

"Uncertain," code (4) for "Agree," and code (5) for "Strongly Agree.". 

 

Code Range Grade 

5 4.3 to 5.0 Strongly agree 

4 3.5 to 4.2 Agree 

3 2.7 to 3.4 Uncertain 

2 1.9 to 2.6 Disagree 

1 1 to 1.8 Strongly disagree 

 

Table 1 presents the range and grade of patient scores based on the 5-point Likert scale. A score of 5 indicates "Strongly Agree" 

within the range of 4.3 to 5.0, while a score of 4 represents "Agree" within the range of 3.5 to 4.2, and so forth. 

The research sample consisted of 105 respondents, and the researcher conducted telephone interviews to complete 105 questionnaires 

with recruited patients. The statements used in the study were adapted from the patient satisfaction questionnaire PSQ-18 developed 

by Rand Corporation. This self-administered measure of patient satisfaction includes 18 items that indirectly address general 

satisfaction, continuity, accessibility of healthcare services, and interactions with the home healthcare team. Respondents ranked their 

level of agreement with each statement using the 5-point Likert scale. 

 

The questionnaire, originally in English, was translated into Arabic by the researcher. It collected sociodemographic information about 

each respondent and assessed their level of satisfaction with home healthcare services across various dimensions. Specific dimensions 

included general satisfaction, continuity of healthcare services, accessibility to healthcare services, and interactions with the healthcare 

team. Each dimension was measured using several statements, and respondents rated their agreement or disagreement with each 

statement on the Likert scale, providing valuable insights into patient satisfaction with home health services. 

The use of reliable and valid instruments to assess patient satisfaction is crucial in healthcare research. One such instrument is the 5-

point Likert questionnaire, known as PSQ-18, developed by the Rand Corporation. Its primary objective is to evaluate patients' 

satisfaction with healthcare services, encompassing various domains, including communication with healthcare providers, continuity 

of care, and accessibility to services (Al-Abri & Al-Balushi, 2014). The development process of the questionnaire involved a 

comprehensive literature review and expert input to ensure content validity. Furthermore, its strong correlation with other patient 

satisfaction measures demonstrates its good convergent validity. 

 

The 5-point Likert questionnaire developed by the Rand Corporation exhibits commendable validity and reliability for measuring 

patient satisfaction. Its content validity is bolstered by its meticulous development process, while its strong internal consistency and 

test-retest reliability make it suitable for healthcare settings (Al-Abri & Al-Balushi, 2014). The questionnaire's high internal 

consistency, with Cronbach's alpha values ranging from 0.73 to 0.91 for various subscales, indicates that the items within each 

subscale effectively measure the same underlying construct, thus providing a reliable measure of patient satisfaction (Shaban, 2010). 

Validity, as emphasized by Shirley and Sanders (2016), is essential to ensure that the 5-point Likert questionnaire accurately captures 

patients' satisfaction with healthcare services. By utilizing this robust instrument, researchers and healthcare practitioners can gain 

valuable insights into patients' experiences and perceptions of the care they receive. 

 

Having a robust sample technique is essential regardless of the survey strategy, as emphasized by Crow et al. (2002), who advocate 

random selection of the target population as the most effective way to ensure a representative sample of potential respondents. In this 

study, the sample unit comprised both Saudi and non-Saudi mentally ill patients receiving home health services from Taif mental 

hospital. The research population initially included 213 active patients availing of this service; however, 69 patients with impaired 
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judgment were excluded based on psychological diagnosis, resulting in a total population of 144 eligible participants. From this pool, 

a sample size of 105 respondents was randomly chosen, encompassing patients who received home healthcare services in 2023, thus 

forming the sampling frame. The researcher employed Raosoft's Sample Size Calculator (Raosoft, Inc, 2020) to determine the 

appropriate sample size, considering a margin of error (M.E.) of 5% and a confidence level (CL) of 95%. This meticulous approach to 

sampling ensures the accuracy and validity of the study's findings, providing valuable insights into patient satisfaction with home 

health services in the context of Taif mental hospital. 

 

The assessment of patient satisfaction with home healthcare provided by Taif Mental Health Hospital is a crucial indicator for 

healthcare providers to evaluate service quality and therapy effectiveness. It serves as a fundamental objective in care services, often 

monitored as a key performance indicator by health organizations. Two significant independent variables impacting patient 

satisfaction are continuity of care and accessibility of services. Ensuring continuous and steady home healthcare builds trust between 

patients and healthcare providers, especially crucial for mentally ill patients. Efforts to improve continuity within and between mental 

health services have shown positive relationships with quality of life and service satisfaction for individuals with severe psychiatric 

issues (Miton et al., 2005). 

 

The accessibility of comprehensive home care services is essential in enhancing care quality and achieving positive outcomes. Patients 

seek the convenience of treatment in their homes, and healthcare providers should ensure quick and easy access to standard quality 

care. Long wait times and consistent check-ups by doctors and nurses can significantly influence patient satisfaction (Vaz, 2018). 

Another critical variable is patient-staff interaction, where solid relationships built on trust, respect, friendliness, and good 

communication enhance the quality of home healthcare. A positive doctor-patient relationship has been shown to affect treatment 

outcomes and patient compliance with medical guidance (Hussain et al., 2019). Assessing these independent variables through a 

carefully designed questionnaire can provide valuable insights into patient satisfaction levels and help healthcare providers improve 

the overall quality of home healthcare services. 

 

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee (IRB registration number HAP-02-T-067) and received permission from 

Taif Mental Hospital's Continuous Training and Research Department. Participants had the choice to withdraw without providing a 

reason, and their data was treated confidentially with informed consent. 

 

To ensure confidentiality, questionnaires were sealed without names, and data was pseudonymized. Personal copies were stored 

securely, and computer data was password-protected. Strict monitoring was maintained for data security. 

 

IV. RESULTS 
 

Descriptive statistics (total, mean, mode, median, S.D.) 
 

 Table 2 shows the sociodemographic information about the participants. (n=105)  

 

 N N % 

Sex Male 47 44.8% 

Female 58 55.2% 

Nationality Saudi 87 82.9% 

Non-Saudi 18 17.1% 

Age group 18-30 15 14.3% 

31-40 21 20.0% 

41-50 13 12.4% 

51-60 24 22.9% 

61-70 26 24.8% 

More than 70 6 5.7% 

Health problem Depression 24 22.9% 

Phobia 2 1.9% 

Bipolar 17 16.2% 

Autism 8 7.6% 

Anxiety 18 17.1% 

Parkinson’s 5 4.8% 

Schizophrenia 12 11.4% 

Emotional disorder 6 5.7% 

Personality disorder 7 6.7% 

Dissocial disorder 5 4.8% 

Post-traumatic stress disorder 1 1.0% 
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The total number of study participants was 105. More than half (55.2%) constituted the female population. Most participants (82.9%) 

were Saudi, while 17.1% were non-Saudi. Nearly one-quarter of the non-Saudi study participants were in the age group of 61-70 years 

old. Depression (22.9%), anxiety (17.1%), and bipolar disorders (16.2%) were the most common underlying health problems.  

 

Table 3 General satisfaction of the participants. 

 

 

Strong 

disagree 
Disagree Uncertain Agree Strong agree 

Mean 

N N % N N % N N % N N % N N % 

I would recommend 

these home services to 

my family and friends 
0 0.0% 3z 2.9% 3 2.9% 48 45.7% 51 48.6% 4.4 

I would use these home 

healthcare services 

again if I needed care 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 4 3.8% 81 77.1% 20 19.0% 4.15 

I was satisfied with the 

services provided 
1 1.0% 2 1.9% 7 6.7% 54 51.4% 41 39.0% 4.26 

 

Table 4 The subscale of the continuity of care. 

 

 

Strong 

disagree 
Disagree Uncertain Agree Strong agree 

Mean 

N N % N N % N N % N N % N N % 

The home care 

team coordinated 

all aspects of my 

care 

2 1.9% 3 2.9% 45 42.9% 34 32.4% 21 20.0% 3.66 

The home care 

team kept my 

doctor informed 

about my care 

0 0.0% 7 6.7% 61 58.1% 33 31.4% 4 3.8% 3.32 

I received regular 

follow-up visits 
0 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 1.9% 27 25.7% 76 72.4% 4.7 
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The visit time 

should be longer 
0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.0% 20 19.0% 84 80.0% 4.79 

I can get home 

care services 

whenever I need 

them 

19 18.1% 26 24.8% 45 42.9% 15 14.3% 0 0.0% 2.53 

 

Table 5 The subscale of accessibility of care. 

 

 

Strong 

disagree 
Disagree Uncertain Agree Strong agree 

Mean 

N N % N N % N N % N N % N N % 

When I called 

home healthcare, 

I received help 

easily 

14 13.3% 34 32.4% 40 38.1% 16 15.2% 1 1.0% 2.58 

I have to wait too 

long to get 

emergency 

service 

0 0.0% 10 9.5% 20 19.0% 51 48.6% 24 22.9% 3.85 

If I have a 

medical question, 

I will contact a 

home care team 

0 0.0% 4 3.8% 29 27.6% 51 48.6% 21 20.0% 3.85 

I can get drugs 

treatment easily 
0 0.0% 14 13.3% 46 43.8% 44 41.9% 1 1.0% 3.3 

 

Table 6 The subscale of patient-staff interaction. 

 

 

Strong 

disagree 
Disagree Uncertain Agree Strong agree 

Mean 

N N % N N % N N % N N % N N % 

All home care 

team members 

were courteous 

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 1.9% 29 27.6% 74 70.5% 4.69 

The instructions 

from the clinical 

team helped 

0 0.0% 3 2.9% 17 16.2% 43 41.0% 42 40.0% 4.18 

The home care 

team respects me 
0 0.0% 0 0.0% 15 14.3% 28 26.7% 62 59.0% 4.45 

The home care 

team listens 

carefully to what 

I have to say 

0 0.0% 2 1.9% 56 53.3% 36 34.3% 11 10.5% 3.53 
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The home care 

team sometimes 

ignores what I 

tell them 

16 15.2% 58 55.2% 13 12.4% 14 13.3% 4 3.8% 2.35 

All home care 

teams 

understand my 

problem 

1 1.0% 9 8.6% 30 28.6% 59 56.2% 6 5.7% 3.57 

 

The mean of the general patient's satisfaction with the care provided was 4.27 ± 0.46. Nearly half of them (48.6%) would strongly 

recommend these home services to their family and friends, and about 77% claimed they would use these services again when needed. 

About half of the patients (51.4%) were satisfied with the services.  

 

On further questioning the continuity of healthcare services, this domain's mean was 3.09 ± 0.33. Most participants (42.9%) were 

uncertain whether the home care team coordinated all aspects of their care. Only 20% strongly agreed that it coordinated all aspects of 

their care. Nearly a third (31.4%) agreed that the home care team kept their doctor Informed about their care. Most participants 

(72.4%) strongly agreed that they receive regular follow-up visits. However, around 80% claimed that these follow-up visits should be 

longer, while only 14.3% could get home care services whenever needed. 

 

Regarding the accessibility of healthcare services, the mean of this domain was 2.97 ± 0.4. About 13.3% of the study participants 

strongly disagreed about receiving help when they called home healthcare services. Moreover, nearly half of them had to wait too long 

to receive emergency services. On the other hand, when having a medical question, 48.6% of the patients would contact a home care 

team. Of the participants, 41.9% agreed they get the drug treatment easily. 

 

The mean of the patient-staff interactions was 4.01 ± 0.35, with 70.5% strongly agreeing that all home care team members were 

courteous, while 40% agreed that the instructions from the clinical team had helped them. The majority (59%) strongly agreed that 

they had received respect from the team. However, more than half (53.3%) were unsure whether the team had listened carefully to 

what they said. About 55% disagreed that the team members ignored what they were telling them. On the other hand, the majority 

(56.2%) agreed that the team understood their problems. 

 

Inferential statistics (Spearman's rho  (  
 

Table 7 Correlation between variables 
 

Spearman's rho  General satisfaction 

Continuity of healthcare services 
Correlation Coefficient 0.189 

p-value 0.054 

Accessibility to healthcare services 
Correlation Coefficient 0.005 

p-value 0.962 

Patient-staff interaction 
Correlation Coefficient 0.389 

p-value 0 
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Inferential statistics (Spearman's rho) shows a statistically weak positive correlation between the dependent variable (general 

satisfaction) and the independent variable (patient-staff interaction). In addition, a weak positive correlation exists between general 

satisfaction and healthcare continuity. However, there is no statistically significant correlation between general satisfaction and 

accessibility to healthcare services. 
 

This study has tested three alternative hypotheses by Spearman’s rho test: 
 

 The first hypothesis is; the patient-staff interaction has a statistically positive relationship with the general satisfaction of 

patients; the result of the study was; a correlation coefficient = 0.389 and p-value=0. This result shows there is a weak 

statistically correlation between the two variables. 

 

 The second hypothesis tested in this study is that the continuity of care has a statistically significant relationship with the 

general satisfaction of patients; In the result of this study was the correlation coefficient = 0.189 and p-value= 0.054. This 

revealed a weak statistical correlation between the dependent variable, general satisfaction, and the independent variable, 

continuity of care.  

 

   The third hypothesis tested in this study is; the accessibility of care has a statistically significant relationship with the 

general satisfaction of patients; the study's result shows no significant correlation between the two variables, with the 

correlation coefficient = 0.005 and p-value=0.962.  

 

There was a statistically significant association as females was associated with higher general satisfaction (p<0.001). Similarly, an 

association between nationality and the subscale of accessibility to healthcare services was found. Furthermore, it pointed out that 

being non-Saudi nationality is linked to a higher level of satisfaction toward accessibility to healthcare services (p = 0.012). Finally, 

people over 70 years old tend to score higher in the subscale of continuity of healthcare services compared to the age group of 51-60, 

which was associated with the lowest level of satisfaction in the same subscale (p<0.016). 

V. DISCUSSION 

 

Patient satisfaction in home health care serves as a predictor of care quality, offering valuable feedback to healthcare providers. It 

encompasses perceived requirements, care expectations, and experiences, making it a dynamic concept of study. Many attempts have 

been made to create a valid scale for assessing satisfaction with home healthcare services. The current study at Taif Mental Health 

Hospital aimed to determine patient satisfaction levels and identify influencing factors. The mean general satisfaction was 4.27 (SD = 

0.46), higher than one study's findings (3.47) but slightly less than another (4.52), which focused on home palliative care for elderly 

patients. Differences in disease nature, patient management, and expectations justified the varied satisfaction levels. The use of doctor-

based services in the Algamdi (2017) study possibly contributed to higher efficiency. Only a small percentage (1%) expressed strong 

dissatisfaction in this study. 

 

In my study, the first hypothesis focused on the relationship between patient-staff interaction and general patient satisfaction. The 

findings revealed a statistically weak positive correlation with a correlation coefficient of 0.389 and a p-value of zero, supporting 

similar conclusions from previous studies. For instance, Santomassino et al. (2012) observed that a higher level of care involving 

specialized practice nurses and a multidisciplinary team, along with regular follow-up visits, led to increased patient satisfaction and 

reduced hospital readmissions. Positive patient-staff contact experiences directly influenced overall treatment satisfaction and 

contributed to better treatment outcomes. 

 

Moreover, research in KSA's oncology healthcare system (Banaser et al., 2016) and a separate study (Stockdale et al., 2018) both 

highlighted the crucial role of effective patient-staff interactions in driving patient satisfaction. Communication between patients and 

providers played a significant role, with interpersonal and efficient communication accounting for a considerable portion of 

satisfaction scores (81%). These findings underscore the significance of patient-staff interaction as a key determinant of overall patient 

satisfaction, independent of other variables. 

 

Continuity of care emerged as a crucial factor influencing general satisfaction in previous studies (Chapter 2). While this study 

provided some support for this claim, the correlation coefficient was 0.189 with a p-value of 0.054, indicating a weak statistical 

association between general satisfaction and continuity of care. Another study highlighted that patients with severe mental illness 

reported higher satisfaction levels when continuity of care was present, suggesting its effectiveness in reducing hospital readmissions 

(Miton et al., 2005). Regular follow-up visits and consistent service provision were found to be essential in patient satisfaction. 

Additionally, Fortin et al. (2017) discovered that individuals with mental health issues preferred home-based care due to the continuity 

of care and a high level of medical assistance, leading to greater satisfaction. 
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In contrast to two prior studies in Chapter 2, this study found no significant relationship between access to care and satisfaction levels 

(correlation coefficient of 0.005 and p-value of 0.962). Surprisingly, participants rated accessibility to healthcare services low, with a 

mean score of 2.97, indicating uncertainty or disagreement about easy access to home healthcare services when needed. This negative 

finding may impact patients' willingness to engage with the service provision, as highlighted by Vaz (2018), who emphasized that 

long wait times and inconsistent check-ups by doctors and nurses in home care can lead to patient dissatisfaction. On a positive note, 

another study (Banaser et al., 2016) concluded that physicians' and nurses' clinical efficiency, interpersonal interactions, and access to 

healthcare positively contribute to patient satisfaction with cancer ward treatment in Saudi Arabia 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The study found a weak correlation between patient satisfaction and continuity of care and patient-staff interaction. There was no 

significant correlation between patient satisfaction and healthcare accessibility. Despite this, the majority of participants reported high 

satisfaction with home healthcare services. The study suggests the need for further research with a larger sample size and exploration 

of additional factors that influence patient satisfaction. The findings have implications for healthcare policies and services, calling for 

patient-centered care practices and better communication skills among healthcare professionals. Future research should consider 

qualitative studies to understand cultural factors' impact on patient care and satisfaction. Overall, the study highlights the importance 

of interpersonal care and the subjective nature of patient satisfaction. 
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